ABSTRACT


Problem of this research is "Do ability determine to the number of symmetry from awaking up to level off at class student of V SDN 2 Lion District Of Posigadan Regency of Bolaang Mongondow South can be improved to visual audio media?". Intention of this research is to improve ability determine to the number of symmetry from awaking up to level off to visual audio media at class student of V SDN 2 Lion District Of Posigadan Regency of Bolaang Mongondow South.

Method which is used in this research is method Research Of Action Class (PTK) which is executed in 2 cycle in class of V SDN 2 Lion District Of Posigadan Regency of Bolaang Mongondow South. Technics of data collecting in this research in the form of activity observation sheet learn and student, tes, and also documentation.

Result of research indicate that at cycle of I only 6 student people capable to or 60% with value 70 to to the which have been expressed is complete, while which unable to 4 people or 40% with value 70 downwards and expressed is not complete. At cycle of II mount to become 9 student people capable to or 90% to to the which have been expressed is complete, unable to a number of 1 people or equal to 10% with value 70 downwards and expressed is not complete. Conclusion that visual audio media can improve ability of student determine to the number of symmetry from awaking up to level off in class of V SDN 2 Lion District Of Posigadan Regency of Bolaang Mongondow South.
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